Before setting out to make further modifications, in order to extend the accessible mass range beyond what we reported previously, we investigated which factors would influence high mass ion transmission and detection on the Orbitrap mass analyzer. As the effective potential well in the Orbitrap analyzer is independent of mass, there is no fundamental limit on m/z to be detected. However, ion transport from the ion source as well as trapping of ions prior to injection into the analyzer, utilizes RF-only multipoles, which provide focusing in highly m/z-dependent RF quasipotential wells. For example, in a quadrupole of inscribed radius r0 with an RF voltage of amplitude VRF applied to the rods (0-peak), the quasi-potential (in Volts) is given by (1) and therefore is inversely proportional to m/z. A similar formula is also applicable for other types of RF-only devices, such as multipoles, ion tunnels, funnels, carpets, etc.-just the value of r0 changes. For typical f≈3.2 MHz, r0 ≈ 2.87 mm (which corresponds to the standard C-trap settings in this instrument), VRF =500 V (0-p), m/z =10000, the RF pseudo-potential wall that prevents the ions from impinging upon the quadrupole electrodes, amounts approximately to 0.7 V. Therefore, any process that supplies ions with radial energy in excess of this amount will simultaneously doom these ions to be lost for analysis. For example, if thermalized ions (with a radial kinetic energy at room temperature of about kT≈0.025 eV) enter as a parallel beam of radius R into an ion-optical lens with focal distance F followed by an RF-multipole, then after the focal point they will form a beam with angular divergence γ=R/F . If R is large enough so that for a final acceleration U of ions into a multipole (2) then such ions are lost from the multipole. Even for slightly smaller R, with the beam approaching the RF rods, efficiency of ion transport is already drastically reduced. Typically, such lenses are just thin apertures that are used to separate differentially pumped regions and have RF-multipoles on one or both sides. Generally, we could represent their focal distance as (3) where U0 is the ion energy per elementary charge prior to the lens and coefficient C is determined by the particular geometry. Typically, U0<<U and then C≈C(U).
The most efficient countermeasure to loss of ions would be to establish a sufficiently high pressure of residual gas in the corresponding multipole, so that any excess radial energy is damped in collisions, preferably over the length comparable to or smaller than F. In addition to this, an
increase of RF amplitude or a decrease of frequency or radius of the multipole could be used for more efficient focusing of ions. It should be noted that an excessive increase of pressure becomes detrimental for RF focusing. Substantial damping by collisions takes place in the injection flatapole of the instrument used in this work (Fig. 1) , and collisional cooling is also the likely reason why the pressure in the HCD cell needs to be raised to >0.1 mbar for trapping of high-mass ions and their fragments (see below). However, the pressure remains significantly lower in other parts of the instrument: i.e. the bent flatapole, transport octapole and the C-trap. While the pressure in the first two RF multipoles could be elevated relatively easily, it would be more difficult for the C-trap because it directly relates to the residual pressure in the Orbitrap analyzer (with a coefficient of approximately 3*10 -6 ) and the stopping length always exceeds F in the C-trap.
To estimate the limit on m/z, the best-case assumption for an incoming ion beam would include its complete thermalization, so that most of the beam (≈68%) is contained within radius RT where (4) Substituting RT from (4) into (2)- (3), we obtain the upper limit for transmitted m/z:
To estimate the m/z limit for the C-trap, we need to take into account that capture of ions into the trap is accompanied by reflection in the retarding DC potential created by end apertures on both sides of the RF rods. Penetration of the DC potential into a multipole (see Supplementary Figure S1 ) depends on the distance from the aperture as exp(±x/h) where 1/h 2 is the eigenvalue of the Laplace operator in the multipole's cross-section. It could be shown that at a sufficient distance from the aperture (of about r0) the focal distance of the exponential retarding field depends weakly on the ion energy and is F≈0.41*h≈0.2*r0. Therefore, for this field it holds that C(U,U0)≈0.2. For a maximum RF voltage of VRF=1500 V (0-p) and a residual energy from the original jet expansion corresponding to 5-8 V acceleration, this corresponds to (m/z)max≈29000-36000, which roughly fits with the highest m/z experimentally observed so far in this mass spectrometer (see below). Due to the spread of initial velocities and coordinates, this cut-off is never sharp and well-defined, but rather manifests itself as an increasingly unstable and intensity-suppressed signal at higher m/z.
For acceleration lenses in the bent flatapole, transport octapole and on the entrance to the HCD cell, the focal distance F is much greater, of the order of 1.5*r0 or higher and therefore even lower RF amplitudes are sufficient to retain ions of such m/z at energies up to 10-20 V. However, ions do need to lose almost all their kinetic energy by the time they reach the back of the HCD cell to avoid catastrophic scattering in the exponential retarding field at the turning point. Indeed, formula (5) could be re-written as a limit on maximum kinetic energy of ions as they approach the end of a multipole:
i.e. a change of frequency from e.g. 3.2 MHz to 2.8 MHz increases the allowed energy by a factor 1.7x, while in the exponential retarding field it plummets by a factor of 50x relatively to transmission lenses (see Supplementary Figure S2 ).
SI experimental procedures
The RF frequency of the injection flatapole, bent flatapole, transport octapole, C-trap and HCD cell were lowered by 20-25%. In particular, the RF frequency of the C-trap was lowered from 3.2 MHz to 2.8 MHz, which, according to Supplementary equation 5, should lead to an extension of the upper mass limit from 29000-36000 to 37000-47000 m/z, and generally improve transmission of ions at high m/z.
Tuning of some crucial instrument parameters was necessary for the analysis of mega Dalton assemblies. Mainly, whereas the instrument is normally operated at a source DC offset of 25 V, this did not allow transmission of the tested virus particles. Instead, no offset (0 V) resulted in base peak intensities of ~10 5 -10 6 at 100 ms injection time. In addition, the required high xenon pressure in the HCD cell for efficient transmission of the high mass ions resulted in elevated pressures in the Orbitrap compartment as well (10 -9 mbar, compared to 10 -11 in normal operating mode). This resulted in rather unstable and dampened transients, which gave rise to noisy spectra at longer transient times. Therefore, transient times were adjusted according to S/N to either 32 or 16 ms (compared to 64-256 ms in normal Orbitrap operating mode). For the same reason, transients of the same acquisition were averaged before FT as microscans, rather than combining spectra after FT. It should be noted that ions at high m/z are close in frequency (~50 kHz) to the high-pass filter of the pre-amplifier of the image current detection. To prevent erroneous eFT calibration at high m/z, the pre-amplifier was replaced with a version equipped with a 22 kHz high-pass filter. Tables   Supplementary Table S1 . Peak assignments for HCD spectra of GroEL. Supplementary Figure S1 . Ion instability near the end aperture of a RF-only field occurs when diverging radial force created by DC potential ψ overpowers focusing by RF quasi-potential φ. Supplementary Figure S3 . Effect of reduced RF frequency on the injection flatapole and bent flatapole on the transmission of CsI clusters at 20000 m/z. CsI spectra were acquired starting with the lowered RF frequency (2.8 MHz, highlighted in blue). Mid-acquisition, while maintaining flow through the nanoelectrospray capillary, we switched back to the original RF frequency of the ion guides (3.3 MHz, highlighted in red), thereby demonstrating a 4-5 fold gain in transmission due to the lowered RF frequency on these two particular ion guides.
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